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Let E be a Banach space. If the closed balls in E are a compact system, then for 
every E-valued strongly p-measurable random variable X, and every nondecreasing 
@: (0, 03)--4 [O, w), there exists an x E E minimizing I @(11X- x11) dp. If 
O(x) = xp, 1 < p < 03, and E is strictly convex, then the operator r,, assigning to 
each X the best approximating x E E, is linear, if and only if the underlying 
probability space consists of at most 2 atoms, or p = 2 and E is a Hilbert space. 
Throughout this paper (Q, J,,u) denotes a probability space. (E, ]I ]I) is a 
Banach space; for x E E and r > 0, B(x, I) is the closed ball centered at x 
with radius r. For 1 <p < co, LJ& E) denotes the space of equivalence 
classes of strongly ,u-measurable E-valued functions with ( ]lX]lp & < co. In 
the first section, Qi is always a nondecreasing continuous function with 
Q(O) = 0, @: [0, to)+ [0, co). A sufficient condition for the existence of 
solutions of the following approximation problem will be given: If X: R + E 
is a strongly p-measurable function, find x E E such that J @(]]X - XII) dp = 
inf(( @(]/X-y]]) dp: y E E}. For convex @ this is a special case of a more 
general approximation problem considered in [ 1 ] and [ 2 1. The results for the 
special case in this paper are valid for a larger class of Banach spaces E, 
including Li-spaces, and the loss function @ is more general. In the second 
section we restrict ourselves to strictly convex Banach spaces and 
a(x) = (x/P, 1 < p < co. Except for rather trivial probability spaces the 
operator T,: L,@, E) + E, assigning to each X E L,(u, E) the best approx- 
imating constant, is linear, if and only ifp = 2 and E is a Hilbert space. For 
E = IR the linearity of projection operators with respect to I] ]Jp has been 
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investigated in [4, 61. The additional result in this paper is: Linearity of T, 
implies that E is a Hilbert space. Finally, the relation between the Bochner 
integral and the approximation by a constant is discussed. 
1. EXISTENCE OF BEST APPROXIMANTS 
The following facts about compact systems of sets will be needed. A 
system Q of subsets of a set M is called compact, if 5?? has the finite inter- 
section property, i.e., if %$ c g and n g, f 0 for every finite subsystem of 
qO, then 0 g0 f 0. The following remark is an easy consequence of a 
theorem of Alexander [3, Theorem 5.61. 
Remark 1.1. If %? is a compact system, then the system r(V) of 
arbitrary intersections of finite unions of elements of g is the system of 
closed sets of a topology on M. Endowed with this topology, M is a quasi- 
compact space, i.e., r(g) is a compact system. 
A Banach space is said to have the intersection property (Ip), if {B(x, r): 
x E E, r > 0) is a compact system. The following theorem shows that (1P) is 
a sufficient condition for the existence of best approximants. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (l2, &,,u) be a probability space, E a Banach space 
with (ZP), @: [0, co) -+ [0, co) a nondecreasing continuous function with 
#(0) = 0. For every strongly ,u-measurable function X: R -+ E, there exists 
xEE with ~@(l]X-x1])d~=inf{~@(]\X-yl])d~:yEE}. 
Proof: Let e = lim,,, Q(t). W.1.g. we assume that d := 
inf{]@(llX-yll)dp:yEE}(e. Choose E>O such that (l-s)(e--e)>d, 
if e < co, (1 - a)~-’ > d, if e= co. Choose K > 0 such that p{]]Xll <KK) > 
1 -E, and M> K, such that @(M--K)>e-s, if e < co, @(M-K)>&-‘, 
if e=co. For yEE with l]y]l >M holds l@(llX--yll)dp>, 
(l-e)@(M--K)>d. Therefore inf{j@(/X-y]l)dp:yEB(O,M)}=d. Let 
r be the coarsest topology on B(0, M) with all B(x, r) n B(0, M), x E E, 
r > 0, as closed sets. Since (ZP) is fulfilled and, according to 1.1, (B(0, M), Z) 
is quasi-compact. We will show now that the function G: B(0, M) -+ [0, co] 
with G(x) = j @(]I X - xl/) dp is lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.). Put GL(x) = 
I @(llx-xll> 1 (,K,l<Ll dp for L > 0. Then G(x) = sup{G,(x): L > 01, and it 
suffices to prove that G,(x) is 1.~. for L > 0 fixed. The sets B(x, r) f3 
B(0, M), x E E, r > 0 are closed under r, whence the function x -+ I]x + yll is 
1.s.c. for every y E E. If ai > 0 and xi E E, i E N, are given, then x -+ 
CisN ai@(llxi -XII) also is 1.s.c. . Thus for every countably valued random 
variable Y the function G,,,(x) = s @(]I Y - x]l) l,lpll<L, dp is 1.s.c.  This 
proves the theorem for countably-valued X. For general X we have to show 
(x E B(0, M): GL(x) > a} is r-open for a E R, so assume G,(x,) = a + E for 
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some x0 E B(0, M), 6 > 0. Since Cp is uniformly continuous on compact 
intervals, there exists 6 > 0 such that 0 ( t < L + M, 1 t - s I< 6 implies 
] Q(t) - Q(s)] < c/2. There exists a countably valued random variable 
Y: D -+ E with /IX- YI] < 6 p-a.e. . Then follows ]@(l]X--xl]) - 
@(]I Y -xl])] < e/2 on the set {w E a: I]X(w)]l <L} for all x E B(O,M). 
Thus, ] G&x) - G,(x)] < a/2 for all x E B(0, M). Hence: {x E B(0, M): 
GL(x) > a} 3 {x E B(0, M): GL,(x) > a + s/2}, and this last set is open and 
contains x,. 
It follows from the above proof that the condition of 1.2 can be weakened 
for the case of a countably- or finite-valued random variable X. 
Remark 1.3. Let Z = N, or Z = { l,..., n) for some n > 2. Let X = 
CiElxi lAi with xi E E, Ai E xf’. If @((x~)~~,) = {B(xi, r): i E Z, r > 0) is a 
compact system, then there exists x E E with j” @(l/X- xl]) & = 
inftS~(IIX-YIl)d~:yEE}. 
In the following remarks the assertions of 1.2 and 1.3 are discussed in 
some special situations. The case n = 2 in 1.3 is simple. 
Remark 1.4. For x1,x2 E E @(x1,x,) is always a compact system. 
Hence, for ai > 0 and every @ there exists x E E such that a, @(/lx, - xl]) + 
a,@((]~, -xl]) = inf{a, @(]]xi --y/I) + a,@(l]x, -yl():y E E}. Moreover, it is 
easy to verify that x can be taken as Ix, + (1 - 2) x, with some L E [0, 11. 
The following example shows that the situation is more complicated if 
n> 3. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Consider the space R3 endowed with the norm ]](ai)]l = 
Cl=, ]a& Set U, = (O,O, 0), u2 = (1, -l,O), u3 = (l,O, -1). Then elementary 
calculus implies that u = (I, 0,O) is the unique solution of xi=, I]ui - ul]* = 
inf{C:=, ]Iui-u](*: ueiR3}. LetH={(ai)ER3:~~_,ai=O}.Itisobvious 
that there exists U’ E H with C’-, l]ui - u’](* = inf{C:=, J]ui - uI]*: u E H}. 
Sinceu~H,holdsd:=Cj,,I(ui-u’ll2>3=C~_,/J#i-~I(2.Choose&>O 
with 3(1 + E)* < d. After these preliminary remarks, we define a Banach 
space E as follows: Let c, = c2 = c3 = 1, and (c,Jka4 be a bounded strictly 
increasing sequence with c, = E - ‘. Define E = {(a,) E I,: CieN aici = O), and 
I](ai)]l = CieN Jail. The boundedness of (ci) implies that E is a closed 
subspace of I,. Let ej, j E N, be the standard basis of I,. Define xi E E, 
i = 1,2,3 by x, = 0, x2 = e, - e2, x3 = e, - e,. Assume that there exists 
x = (ai) E E with xi_1 llxi -x]j* = inf{CI=, ]/xi --yl)*:y E E}. If ai = 0 for 
all i> 4, then Cl=, ]]xi -x(J’ > d, but y = e, - se, E E fulfills 
X3=1 [(xi ;;ji = 3(1 + E)* < d. There? there exists some j > 4 with 
aj # 0. z =x - ajej + ajcjcj+ ,ej+, E E and xi’:-, ]Jxi-zl]* < 
Cf=, llxi-xl12~ since (c~)~>,, is strictly increasing. Hence there exists no 
x E E with xi’=, I]xi -xl]* = inf(Cf=, /(xi --yJ]‘:y E E}. According to 1.3, 
%?(x, x2, x3) is not a compact system in this example. 
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The assumption “g(xr ,..., x,J compact for every n > 2 and all 
x,,..., x, E E” is not strong enough to imply the existence of best approx- 
imants for countably valued random variables. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. If E = q,, the system ‘8(x, ,..., x,J is always a compact 
system, but the system of all closed balls in c,, is not compact. Take 
0 = N U -IN and define a probability measure ,u ( 9(O) by ,u(&n) = 2-“-l. 
If X: R + c, is defined by X(*n) = fe, + 2e,, n E N, and @ is a strictly 
convex function, then there exists no x E c,, with l @([IX- x11) C# = 
inftS @W-YII)O:Y E co\. 
The following remark shows that there are many spaces, which fulfill (ZZ’). 
Remark 1.7. (i) Every dual space has (ZP). 
(ii) Every weak-*-closed subspace of a dual space has (ZZ’). 
(iii) If there exists a linear projection K: E * * -+ E with 11 K II Q 1, then E 
has (ZP). 
(iv) For every u-finite measure space (21, Sr, v) L ,(v, W) has (ZZ’). 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from the weak-*-compactness of closed balls in 
dual spaces. 
(iii) If +? = (B(xi, ri)} is a system of closed balls in E, then define 
i3’(xi,ri)= {JJ~? E**: llXi-yl( ~:i}. If every finite subsystem of g has 
nonvoid intersection, then by (i) there exists x’ E n B’(xi, r,.). Then x = 
7r(x’) E n I?@,, ri). 
(iv) For E=L,(v, IR) E** can be identified with the space of 
bounded additive set functions on ST, which vanish on p-null sets [7, 
Th. 2.31. For every p E E * * let n@) be a v-density of the u-additive part of 
the Yoshida-Hewitt decomposition of p [7, Th. 1.231. Then II: E** -+ E is a 
linear projection with I[x\( Q 1. Hence (iii) implies (iv). 
2. LINEARITY OF BEST APPROXIMATION WITH RESPECT TO I\ lip 
In this section we will assume that E is a strictly convex Banach space, 
and that (ZP) is fulfilled. Then, for every probability space (LA d,~) and 
every p E (1, co) we define an operator Tp: LJ,u, E) -+ E by 
j/X-T,Xll”&=inf 
I 
~l(X-~~l(~dp:y~E , 
I 
(2.1) 
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Since E is strictly convex and @ is a strictly convex function for every 
p E (1, co), TpX is uniquely determined by (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.2. Tp is linear if and onfy if 
(a) I2 is the union of 2 p-atoms, or 
(b) p = 2 and E is a Hilbert space. 
Proof. 1. Let AlEL-C4, i= 1,2, be disjoint sets with Ll=A,UA,, ai= 
P(A,), and xi E E for i = 1, 2. Using 1.4 and differential calculus, we obtain 
Tp(x, l,, + x2 LJ = IAx, + P2x2 
with /Ii = aL/(ai + a;) i= 1,2, r=(p- 1))‘. (2.3) 
(2.3) clearly implies that Tp is linear, if (a) is fulfilled. 
2. If (b) is fulfilled, then T,, is linear, since Tp = T, is a projection on a 
closed subspace of the Hilbert space L,(u, E). 
3. Assume that (a) is not fulfilled and p > 2. There exist disjoint sets 
AiEJ, i=l,2,3, with ai=p(Ai)>O and fi=A,UA,UA,. Put 
r = (p - 1)-l. W.1.g. we assume a; + (1 - (x3)’ > a; + (1 - a,)’ for i = 1,2. 
Take an arbitrary x E E - { 0) and define Xi = xlAi for i = 1,2. According to 
(2.3) we have T,X, =/.Iix, i = 1,2, with pi= ai/(al+ (1 -a,)‘), and 
T,(X, +X2) = /?x with /3 = (a, + a2)?/(a; + (1 - a,)‘). 0 < r < 1 implies 
ai + ai > (a, + a,)‘, and therefore /I, f /I2 > (a: + a;)/(a; + (1 - aJ) > /I. 
This inequality shows that Tp is not linear. The case 1 <p < 2 runs 
similarly. 
4. Assume that (a) is not fulfilled, p = 2, and T, is linear. Let Ai E &, 
i = 1,2,3, be as in 3. For i = 1,2,3 put Ai = ai/(al + a2). We will show 
1, IM2 +A2 IIx2112 G&d2 11x1 -x2112 f llJ,x, +A2x2112 
for all x1, x2 E E. (2.4) 
Define: c, = inf{c > 0: For all x,,x,EE holds ~,I~x,~~~+L~JIx,II~< 
~,~,/x~-x~I)~ +clll,x, +1,x2112}. Let x,,x,EE be given. Take x3= 
-A; ‘(A ix1 +1,x,) and X = xi’=, xi lAi. Then (2.3) and the linearity of T2 
imply T,X = 0. For a E (0, 1 ] put y, = a(J,x, + I,x,). According to (2. l), 
we have Ci=i 1, J(x,(/~ < Cf=i Li JIxi -yYn)12. This is equivalent o: 
Mx,l12 +J211x2112a* lb1 -YJ12 +~211x2-Y,l12 
+ (2a + a21,) IJA,x, + IZ,X,(~~. t*> 
Putting a = 1 in (*), we obtain A1 JIx1112 + 1, llx2(12 <1,A, /lx, -x21(’ + 
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(2 + A,) ]]l,x, + 1,x,(J2. Hence, c,, < 2 + A, < co. Starting from (*) and 
using the definition of c,,, we can write 
4 11x1 II2+ A2 llx2112 
G 4J”2 IIG? -Ye> - (x2 -Y,)II” 
+ co II&(x, -Ye) + k2@2 -Y,)/12 + @ + a%) II4x, + ~,x,ll’ 
= AlA2 [Ix, -x211z t (c,(l -a)’ + 2a + a*&) IIA,x, +1,x,112. 
Whence we have for every a E (0, 1 ] : 
co < co(l -a)’ + 2a t a21,. 
This implies co < 1, which proves (2.4). The fact that E is a Hilbert space, if 
(2.4) is fulfilled, is stated in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Zf (2.4) is fulfilled for some Ai > 0 with 1, + A, = 1, 
then E is a Hilbert space. 
Prooj We show first 
lbl12 + 11~*112 = IlYlXl + Y2X2112 + IlV2Xl -w2112 
for all x,, x2 E E; with yi = nil2 for i = 1, 2. 
If xi, x2 E E are given, then using (2.4), we obtain 
(2.5) 
lM12 + 11~*112 =A, /lYI’~,l12 +A2 IW%l12 
<4~2llY;‘x, -Y;*x2112 + Il4Y;‘x, +~2Y;‘xzl12 
= IlVlXl + Y2X2112 + lIY2XI -w2112. 
An application of this inequality to y, = y,x, t y2x2 and y2 = y2xl -7,x, 
instead of x, and x2, yields the converse inequality. 
Next we prove 
IIX --Yll = IIX f yll* lb-VII = lb + VII for all x,y E E; 
with y= (1 t y,)/(l - yi). (2.6) 
If x,y~E are given and ]]x -y]I = IIx ty(I, then we apply (2.5) with 
x, = x - y and x2 = (1 - y,) y; ‘x + (1 t y,) y; ‘y. After a short computation 
we obtain (Ix - ~JJ]I = (Ix + yy]]. S ince y > 0, y # 1, (2.6) implies that E is a 
Hilbert space, according to [5] (I,). 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 and 
(2.3). 
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COROLLARY 2.7. TpX = l X dp for every X E L&u, E), if and only if 
(a) Q is a ,u-atom, or the union of 2 ,u-atoms and p = 2, or 
(b) p = 2 and E is a Hilbert space. 
In the general case the relation between the Bochner integral and best 
approximation by a constant can be stated as follows. 
Remark 2.8. If E is a strictly convex Banach space, then the Bochner 
integral is the unique linear continuous operator T: L,@, E) -P E, which 
fullills 
IIJX-TXj(‘dp=inf jl/X-y112dp:yEE 
I ! 
for every ,u-measurable X: R + E, which attains only 2 values. 
Proof From (2.3) and the linearity of T follows TX = (X dp for every 
finitely valued p-measurable function X: Q + E. Then TX = I X dp for every 
X E L ,(,u, E), since T is continuous. 
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